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Sound art diffusion project in the urban space of Marseille and at MuCEM from the 12 to the 22 September 2014.
A proposition of Younes Baba-Ali in collaboration with Anna Raimondo in the context of “Marseille Résonance“, MuCEM.

Initially, the carroussa is a precarious module of street trading in the Moroccan urban landscape with a precise function: to sell and 
spread Quranic cd’s by diffusing them on the streets. It is composed by a charrette made of recovery elements, provided by a battery 
for supplying an audio player, amplifier and speakers calling module. In “Carroussa Sonore“, the object retains its first appearance and 
function of sound diffusion, but then presents an overview of the contemporary radio and audio creations (from the sound landscape to 
the musical composition, from the sound poetry to the slam, from the documentary to the interactive pieces) and implicitly becomes a 
way of raising awareness to the listening. Designed by the artist Younes Baba-Ali in May 2012 in Rabat (Ma), this project offers a sound 
crossing in the streets of the Moroccan capital, but also a trip in January 2013 in Brussels (Be) and in July 2013 Trento (It), by diffusing 
a selection of sound art after a call for an international project.

For “Carroussa Sonore - Marseille Resonance“ Younes Baba-Ali invited Anna Raimondo to work on the realization of a new sound 
collection, specific for the ambulation planned in the urban area of   the city and to the MuCEM. The project still retains its intention 
to familiarize the general public to the radio sound through a plurality of formats and approaches, thanks to a rehabilitation of the 
Carroussa; but this time, the selection will be articulated around Marseille, its urban space and its public sphere. Artists are invited 
to confront and translated into sound the resistant and mutant mind of the city, suggested as a political and geographical territory, 
but also as a symbolic and poetic place. As a point of departure, passage and fall; an opportunity to cross cultures without traveling; 
laboratory in process. «City of Destiny» in the words of the philosopher Walter Benjamin or «Port exiles» according to the writer Jean 
Claude Izzo.

At the invitation of the artist duo and thanks to an international project call, “Carroussa Sonore - Marseille Resonance“ becomes an 
open micro, free radio, and through a variety of aesthetic and political backgrounds, the artworks sound and resound between them. 
The project announces a dual purpose : build a multiple discourse that questions the city by a crossing process, and also to its clichés. 
Everything through the complexity and possibilities of sound language (from the voice to the sound landscape, from the noise to the 
sound effects of the experimental music, through the silence...).  Artists are invited to answer to the call by providing a single project 
radio creation, without restriction of gender or language, with a maximum duration of 10 minutes. The selected works will be diffused 
through the Carroussa in urban areas of Marseille “Carroussa Sonore - Marseille Resonance“ and in parallel to the MuCEM in the Forum 
and during the period mentioned above, and into various forms : radio broadcasts and meeting of listening carried out under the project.
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The application form must be filled carefully as it demands, if it is not the case, it can not be accepted and have to include the 
following elements:

1. Sound work in .wav format, not exceeding more than 10 minutes, appointed as follows: “firstname_name_title.wav“.
(We also accept extracts from longer works, if they can be presented as independent pieces).

2. Production sheet (necessarily in French or in English) including the information as indicated below in a single document in .doc or .rtf 
format :

Name and first name: ………………
Born in ……………… in….…………
Lives and works in ………………….
Biography (100 words max):
………………………………………...

Title of the work: …………………….
Production and year of production:
…………………………………………
Genre and language: ………………..
Synopsis (100 words max):
…………………………………………

Website: ………………………………
E-mail contact: ……………………….

3. Visual accompanying the sound work in a 300 dpi. format.

4. The signed authorization for broadcasting the sound work in the context of “Carroussa Sound - Marseille Resonance“ but also 
radiophonic broadcasts or sessions at the MuCEM or abroad, non-commercial purposes.
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Sending modalities :

All material application must be sent in a single file in .Zip format appointed as follows: “first name_name_title.wav“ and be sent to the 
following address: info@saout-radio.com by transferring files websites (www.yousendit.com, www.wetransfer.com, www.dropbox.com).
The sound works and equipment request must be sent before 25th July 2014.

Conditions of participation :

This call is open to all participating artists, association or group of artists without age limit. No fee is planned as part of this project. The 
organization will support the dissemination, communication and promotion of projects selected under the “Sound Carroussa - Marseille 
Resonance“ and other sound art and radio platforms including Radio Saout.

Selection criteria :

The selection criteria are based on the adaptation of the sound work by the conceptual framework of the project; to the adequacy of 
the technical work features scattering Carroussa composed of material recovery and context of wandering in the urban areas of the city. 

Calendar :

Deadline for sending: 25th July 2014.
Dates of communication of results to selected artists Mid-August.
Dates of wandering in the urban area of   Marseille and presentation of the project in the MuCEM: from 12 to 22 September 2014.

You can see the videos archive wanderings of the «Carroussa Sound» in Rabat and Brussels on the following links: 
https://vimeo.https://vimeo.com/52025273 - https://vimeo.com/67728995

For more information, thanks to contact us on info@saout-radio.com
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I, the undersigned ....................................................................................... gives the permission for the dissemi-
nation of my work for the project “Carroussa Sonore - Marseille Resonance“ curated by Younes Baba-Ali and Anna 
Raimondo in the framework of the “Marseille Resonance“ organized by the MuCEM. 

I also authorize the release of my work in other events, radio and sound art, MuCEM or abroad, non-commercial 
purposes. 
    
Date and signature

authorization of broadcasting within 
the framework of carroussa sonore 
- marseille résonance. 
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